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Single molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments are a versatile method

for investigating the conformational distributions and dynamics of biological macromolecules.

In a common type of experiment, the fluorescence bursts from individual molecules freely diffusing

in solution are detected as they pass through the observation volume of a confocal microscope.

Correlation analysis of the fluorescence bursts shows that under typical experimental conditions,

for time scales up to several tens of milliseconds, the probability for a molecule to return to the

confocal volume is greater than the probability of a new molecule being detected. Here we present

RASP (recurrence analysis of single particles), a method that is based on this recurrence behavior

and allows us to significantly extend the information that can be extracted from single molecule

FRET experiments. The number and peak shapes of subpopulations within the sample can be

identified essentially in a model-free way by constructing recurrence FRET efficiency histograms.

These are obtained by first selecting photon bursts from a small transfer efficiency range

(initial bursts), and then building the FRET efficiency histogram only from bursts detected within

a short time (the recurrence interval) after the initial bursts. Systematic variation of the recurrence

interval allows the kinetics of interconversion between subpopulations to be determined on time

scales from B50 ms up to B100 ms from equilibrium measurements. We demonstrate the

applicability of the method on measurements of several peptides and proteins with different degrees

of conformational heterogeneity and folding dynamics. The concepts presented here can be

extended to other observables available from single molecule fluorescence experiments.

Introduction

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a sensitive

method for determining distances on a nanometre scale.1,2 In

combination with single molecule fluorescence detection, FRET

is used increasingly to investigate the structure and dynamics of

biological macromolecules.3–7 To this end, a suitable donor and

an acceptor fluorophore are attached to the biomolecule of

interest; the donor is excited specifically with an appropriate

laser line; and the fluorescence emission of donor and acceptor is

collected. From an analysis of the photon rates from donor and

acceptor or their fluorescence lifetimes, the efficiency of transfer

between the two dyes can be determined, which can then be

converted into distance information via the known distance

dependence of the transfer efficiency.1,2 Both measurement

and analysis techniques have matured greatly over the past

decade,5,7 with two dominant approaches for data acquisition.

Single molecules are either observed immobilized on a surface

(or in a matrix) or freely diffusing in solution. Fluorescence from

immobilized molecules can be recorded for extended periods of

time, which allows kinetic processes to be monitored up to

seconds or even minutes, but their conformation or dynamics

can be affected by interactions with the surface. This complica-

tion is absent in experiments on freely diffusing molecules, but

the observation time is limited by the diffusion time of the

molecules through the confocal volume, typically in the range of

a millisecond. Even though the short observation times allow the

use of high excitation rates, and thus the best time resolution,

dynamics on longer time scales are not accessible from the

individual passage of a molecule through the laser beam.
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The most common way of analyzing single molecule FRET

experiments of freely diffusing molecules8,9 involves two steps.

First, the fluorescence of single molecules is identified as

‘‘bursts’’ of photons, intervals during which the count rate

increases significantly above the background signal. In a

second step, transfer efficiencies (or fluorescence lifetimes,

anisotropies etc.) are calculated from all bursts individually

and combined in a histogram. These histograms can then be

used to identify subpopulations present in the sample, to

determine their mean transfer efficiencies, and to analyze the

corresponding distributions. This procedure and related

analysis methods treat the bursts of detected photons as

independent events, i.e. as originating from independent

molecules. However, it is obvious from a correlation analysis

of the complete data that the signal exhibits a significant

correlation out to time scales much longer than the average

diffusion time through the confocal volume (Fig. 1c). Visual

inspection of the fluorescence signal traces clearly indicates

that this correlation is not caused by unusually long fluores-

cence bursts, but by clusters of short bursts (Fig. 1a and b).

Due to the low concentrations of molecules in single-molecule

experiments (typically tens of picomolar), there is a high

probability that a molecule that leaves the confocal volume

returns before a new molecule enters. Two bursts detected

within a short time interval are thus likely to originate from

the same molecule. Even though the influence of this recurrence

effect is included implicitly in the models used to fit correlation

curves,10 and it has been addressed in theoretical papers,11,12

and in experiments on fluorescent nanoparticles12 and cells,13

the resulting additional information content has largely been

ignored in single molecule experiments.

Here, we show that taking into account the recurrence effect

can be used to significantly extend the time scales and informa-

tion accessible from single molecule FRET experiments. We

present a simple and essentially model-free approach for

extracting the shapes and positions of subpopulations in

transfer efficiency histograms and distinguishing homogeneous

from inhomogeneous peak broadening. We also show that

burst time correlation analysis can be used to quantify the

probability that two bursts originate from the same molecule

and to estimate interconversion rates between subpopulations

on time scales much longer than the duration of individual

bursts. We illustrate this recurrence analysis of single particles

(RASP) with single molecule measurements of labeled proteins

where we determine the peak shapes and heterogeneity of the

individual subpopulations in the FRET efficiency histograms

and obtain protein folding dynamics both with sub-millisecond

time resolution and on time scales much longer than the

duration of individual bursts.

Results and discussion

Burst time correlation and the ‘same molecule’ probability

The finite amplitude of the FCS curve at times much longer

than the mean diffusion time through the confocal volume,

and the clustering of bursts in photon trajectories (Fig. 1)

indicate the recurrence of single molecules, but can we show

more directly that these clustered bursts originate from the

same molecule? Bursts from different and non-interacting

molecules are expected to be uncorrelated, but if bursts

originate from the same molecule, they should be correlated.

In analogy to photon time correlation functions used in

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), we define the

‘burst time’ correlation as:

gB1B2
ðtÞ ¼ pðfb1; tg; fb2; tþ tgÞ

pðfb1; tgÞpðfb2; tgÞ
ð1Þ

where B1 and B2 denote subsets of bursts, for example defined

by ranges of transfer efficiencies; p({b1,t}{b2,t + t}), denotes
the joint probability of observing two bursts b1 A B1 and

b2 A B2 at times t and t + t, respectively;y and p({b1,t}) and

Fig. 1 The recurrence effect in single-molecule FRET experiments of freely diffusing molecules is clearly visible as clustering of photon bursts in

binned time traces (a,b) (donor signal in green, acceptor signal in red, 1 ms binning). Points indicate the positions and the numbers of photon

counts of identified bursts. The clustering is also the origin of fluorescence intensity correlation on time scales greater than the mean diffusion time

(B1 ms) through the confocal volume (c). Data were measured on freely diffusing FRET-labeled CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl.

y As a time binning is required to calculate the correlation values from
experimental data, t corresponds to the mean time of the interval
[t � Dt, t+ Dt], where the size of the interval (i.e. 2 Dt) equals the bin
size used for burst identification. Note that the same bin size as for
psame(t) was used for obtaining pA(t,DE1) in eqn (4) (see Supplementary
Table 1 for details).
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p({b2,t}) are the probabilities of detecting bursts b1 and b2,

respectively, at time t, where t is the temporal midpoint of the

burst. We assume the system to be ergodic, which implies that

all three probabilities do not depend on the choice of t.

An example for g(t) calculated from a single molecule

measurement of the fluorescently labeled small cold shock

protein CspTm14,15 is given in Fig. 2a, which indicates a

significant correlation between bursts up to a time scale of

B100 ms. We can use this correlation between bursts to

substantially extend the time scale accessible from experiments

on freely diffusing molecules, but for a quantitative analysis,

we need to take into account the probability that two photon

bursts measured at times t1 and t2 (with t2 � t1 = t) were

emitted by the same molecule. We show in the supplement that

this ‘same molecule’ probability, psame (t), is given by

psameðtÞ ¼ 1� 1

gðtÞ ð2Þ

where g(t) is the burst time autocorrelation function of all

detected bursts. Fig. 2b shows psame(t) for the measurement of

CspTm. From a fit to the data, we can now determine for each

burst pair the probability that it originated from the same,

recurring molecule, and calculate the average psame for a subset

of bursts by averaging over all corresponding burst pairs.

Subpopulation-specific burst time correlation

In the definition of gB1B2
(t) (eqn (1)), B1 and B2 can represent

groups of bursts that correspond to different subpopulations

in the sample. For example, subpopulations can be chosen by

selecting bursts from different transfer efficiency ranges. This is

illustrated in Fig. 3 a for the folded, unfolded, and acceptor-

inactive molecules at high, intermediate, and close to zero

transfer efficiencies, respectively, of FRET-labeled CspTm at

1.1 M guanidinium chloride (GdmCl). The decays of the

autocorrelations (B1 = B2) are very similar for all subpopulations,

which shows that their recurrence behavior is very similar. The

subpopulation autocorrelations (Fig. 3b) obtained from these

subsets of bursts have higher amplitudes than the autocorrela-

tion function of all bursts (Fig. 2a). This is expected since at

lower concentration, the likelihood that two bursts detected

within a short time were emitted by the same (i.e. recurring)

Fig. 2 Burst time correlation and same molecule probability. (a) The

burst time autocorrelation g(t) of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl

exhibits a large amplitude, indicative of a large probability of

detecting bursts shortly after a previous burst. An empirical fit to

g(t) = 1 + n�1(1 + t/tD)
�3/2 is shown as a continuous line. (b) The

correlation g(t) can be converted to psame(t), the probability that a

burst originates from the same molecule as a burst detected a time t
before. The continuous line is a fit using the conversion of g(t) to

psame(t) according to eqn (2).

Fig. 3 Subpopulation-specific burst time correlations. Bursts were

selected from transfer efficiency ranges reflecting the unfolded (red),

folded (green), or acceptor-inactive (blue) subpopulations, as shown in

the FRET efficiency histogram (a). (Note that values of E 4 1 or o 0

are due to corrections for background and direct acceptor excitation.

For details see ref. 9) Colors in panels b–e indicate the E range of the

initial bursts. (b) Subpopulation-specific autocorrelations exhibit

large amplitudes, reflecting the high probability of recurrence. The

cross-correlations between folded and unfolded subpopulations

(c) yield small but significant amplitudes, which may reflect an

imperfect separation of the subpopulations for the E ranges in (a).

Acceptor photobleaching results in significant amplitudes of the cross-

correlation from acceptor-active to -inactive subpopulations (d).

(e) No cross-correlation from acceptor-inactive to -active subpopula-

tions is observed, showing that blinking processes do not occur on the

recurrence time scale.
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molecule is higher than the likelihood that they were emitted

by two different molecules. In analogy to FCS, the amplitude

of the burst time correlation is thus inversely related to the

concentration of molecules in a subpopulation. Similarly, the

total amplitude of g(t), and thus the magnitude of psame at a

given time t, can be increased by reducing the concentration of

fluorescent molecules in the sample.

Interestingly, the cross-correlations of bursts from molecules

with an inactive acceptor to those from an active one (unfolded

or folded) exhibit no significant amplitude (Fig. 3e). This

shows that the number of molecules that recover their acceptor

fluorescence on the recurrence time scale is negligible. All burst

pairs where the first burst is from a molecule with inactive

acceptor and the second burst from a molecule with active

acceptor must thus be from two different molecules. The

opposite cross-correlations, i.e. a burst from a folded or

unfolded molecule first and from a molecule with inactive

acceptor second, show small but significant amplitudes

(Fig. 3d). This effect can be explained by bleaching of

the acceptor dye prior to the recurrence of the molecule. The

small amplitudes for the cross-correlations between the

folded and unfolded states (Fig. 3c) might be caused by

the imperfect separation of the subpopulations defined by

the transfer efficiency ranges chosen, an effect that has to

be considered carefully for interpreting cross-correlation

signals.

Recurrence transfer efficiency histograms

The recurrence effect allows us to extend the information

available from transfer efficiency histograms, one of the most

popular types of analysis for FRET experiments on freely

diffusing molecules.5,7,8 If a molecule retains its mean transfer

efficiency for a time much longer than the diffusion time, two

bursts separated by a short time interval are very likely to yield

the same transfer efficiency, because they are likely to have

originated from the same molecule. We can visualize this

behavior by constructing transfer efficiency histograms from

a set of bursts selected by two criteria. First, the bursts b2
must be detected during a time interval between t1 and t2
(the ‘recurrence interval’, T = (t1,t2)) after a previous burst

b1 (the ‘initial burst’). Second, the initial bursts must yield

a transfer efficiency, E(b1), within a defined range, DE1

(the ‘initial E range’). The set R of burst pairs {b1,b2} selected

by these criteria is then

R(DE1,T) = {{b1,b2}|E(b1) A DE1,tb2 � tb1 A T}, (3)

where tb1 and tb2 are the detection times of the bursts b1 and b2,

respectively. The set of burst pairs R is the starting point

for the different types of analysis presented here. A very

informative way of representing the data is the transfer

efficiency histogram of all values E(b2), the ‘recurrence transfer

efficiency (E) histogram’.

Examples of recurrence E histograms that were obtained

from a measurement of CspTm labeled with Alexa Fluors

488 and 594 as donor and acceptor, respectively,14,15 in 1.1 M

GdmCl are shown in Fig. 4. For comparison, the histogram

of all detected bursts (the ‘complete histogram’) is shown in

light grey in all panels. The initial E range DE1 is indicated by a

red frame. Fig. 4a illustrates the dependence of the recurrence

E histogram on the initial E range for a fixed recurrence

interval of T = (0, 25 ms). Notably, the individual histo-

grams resemble the subpopulations that contribute to the

respective initial E range chosen, as expected if the bursts

recurring within 25 ms originate preferentially from the

same molecules. The histograms show that the time scale

of interconversion between the subpopulations has to be

much greater than the recurrence time. Otherwise, peaks of

subpopulations not contributing to the initial E range would

appear.

The transfer efficiencies of the recurrence E histograms are

not limited to the transfer efficiencies in the initial E range

DE1, but the resulting peaks have a shape resembling that

of the respective subpopulation(s) in the complete transfer

efficiency histogram. This is expected if only homogeneous

broadening contributes to the width, i.e. only factors influencing

each single burst equally (e.g. shot noise or instrumental

factors). If interconversion between the subpopulations is

slow relative to the recurrence interval, recurrence analysis

can thus be used as a simple method to obtain the transfer

efficiency peaks corresponding to isolated subpopulations in

an essentially model-free way. In general, several scenarios can

be distinguished:

1. A subpopulation is not represented by a single

distance, but by a static distance distribution (inhomogeneous

broadening). In this case, the recurrence E histograms will

reveal a distribution of distances by a change of the mean

transfer efficiency of the corresponding peaks of the recurrence

E histograms with the initial transfer efficiency range. In

this way, heterogeneity in a subpopulation can be identified

unequivocally (see Peak width analysis).

2. A subpopulation represents a single distance, but overlaps

with another subpopulation with different mean transfer

efficiency. In this case, the initial transfer efficiency range can

be chosen such that only one subpopulation dominates the

recurrence E histogram (see Fig. 4a).

3. A subpopulation represents a single distance, but inter-

converts with another subpopulation on the recurrence time

scale (e.g. due to conformational change or photobleaching).

In this case, a sufficiently short recurrence time interval

will yield the pure peak of the initial subpopulation. By

constructing recurrence E histograms with different delay

times between initial and following bursts, interconversion

rates can be obtained (see Interconversion dynamics from

recurrence analysis).

The recurrence E histograms for different recurrence intervals

T (Fig. 4b) illustrate the difference between recurring and

new molecules. In the absence of interconversion between

conformations with different transfer efficiencies, recurring

molecules will resemble the subpopulation corresponding to

the initial E range, while new molecules will be distributed

according to the equilibrium distribution of the sample. With

increasing size of the recurrence interval, the probability of

detecting new molecules increases, and for very long times, the

recurrence E histogram will exhibit the same distribution of

subpopulations as the complete E histogram. Between 20 and

50 ms, the majority of detected CspTm molecules still are

recurring molecules. This means that recurrence analysis
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allows the observation time to be extended by a factor of

20 to 50 from the 1 ms typical for a single burst.

Peak width analysis

To illustrate the possibility of probing heterogeneity in a

sample with RASP, Fig. 5a shows recurrence E histograms

of polyproline peptides containing 20 proline residues, labeled

with Alexa Fluors 488 and 594 as donor and acceptor,

respectively,16 and measured in 3.5 M GdmCl. In spite of

the large stiffness of the peptides, which form a polyproline

type II helix in aqueous solution, significant conformational

heterogeneity has been detected in these molecules,17–19 domi-

nated by cis–trans isomerization of peptidyl–prolyl bonds.

Correspondingly, the complete E histogram (gray in the back-

ground of histograms in Fig. 5a) shows a very broad peak at

intermediate transfer efficiencies. To optimize resolution, the

recurrence E histograms were constructed with a very narrow

initial transfer efficiency range that is shifted in small steps

over the unfolded state peak. The analysis shows a pro-

nounced dependence of the peak position in the recurrence E

histogram on the initial E range, with a shift from about

0.4 to 0.8. No discrete subpopulations are resolved, suggesting

a large degree of heterogeneity with a distribution of end-to-end

Fig. 4 Normalized recurrence E histograms of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl (blue) compared to the complete histogram (light gray). (a) Dependence

on the initial E range (red frame) for bursts detected within 25 ms after the initial burst (recurrence indicated in each panel to the right). The peaks

of the recurrence E histograms resemble the individual peaks in the complete E histogram with the entire width of the subpopulations contributing

to the initial E range. (b) Dependence of a recurrence E histogram with an initial E range corresponding to the folded state on the length of the

recurrence interval. With increasing recurrence interval, psame decreases and correspondingly, the contribution of new molecules increases. Since

the distribution of new molecules is identical to that of the entire ensemble, the recurrence E histograms approach the complete histogram at long

times. The ordinate axes give the normalized number of events, with the normalization factor indicated for each recurrence histogram (same in

Fig. 5 and 9–11).
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distances that is interconverting slowly on the time scale of

10 ms. The absence of interconversion can be demonstrated

directly with histograms for different recurrence times

(Fig. 5b). The lower transfer efficiency half of the peak does

not interconvert with the other half within 5 to 20 ms. The

slight broadening of the peaks during this time can be

explained by the appearance of new molecules, because the

fraction of bursts in the high transfer efficiency shoulder is

similar to the fraction of acceptor-active molecules detected

after the acceptor-inactive state in this recurrence interval.

Even much less pronounced heterogeneity can be detected

with this analysis. Fig. 5c shows a detailed analysis of

recurrence E histograms of the CspTm data presented in

Fig. 4. Even though shot noise is the dominant source of peak

broadening, as shown by a detailed analysis of the photon

statistics20 (Supplementary Fig. 1), there is a significant position

dependence of the peaks on the initial E range, which suggests

that heterogeneous broadening contributes to the width of the

unfolded peak, possibly from labeling permutations that could

not be separated during purification. For CspTm, it was

Fig. 5 Recurrence E histograms with narrow initial E ranges for the analysis of conformational heterogeneity. (a) Polyproline 20 in 3.5 M

GdmCl. The pronounced peak position dependence reflects the broad conformational distribution in polyproline peptides.16,19 (b) Recurrence

E histograms with different recurrence intervals show that no interconversion between the low and high transfer efficiency halves of the peak occur

within 20 ms (upper panel). The appearance of a small number of bursts with higher transfer efficiency is due to the B10% of new molecules

expected for this recurrence interval, as supported by the appearance of a similar fraction of acceptor-active molecules following an initial burst

from acceptor-inactive molecules during the same recurrence interval (lower panel). (c) Shift of the recurrence E histogram starting from the

unfolded peak of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl with the initial E range for bursts detected within 10 ms after the initial burst. The short orange lines

indicate the peak positions of the histograms.
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previously shown that the peak width of the unfolded

subpopulation is broader than expected from shot-noise and

that the bursts from different parts of the peak have slightly

different donor fluorescence lifetimes, suggesting that they

represent subsets of unfolded molecules with slightly different

mean transfer efficiencies.21

RASP can also be used to address a common issue in the

analysis of transfer efficiency histograms: the determination of

the number of contributing subpopulations and their peak

shapes. Both the shape and position of subpopulations can be

obtained by choosing short recurrence intervals and initial

transfer efficiency ranges that represent only a single sub-

population, as shown in Fig. 4. The resulting parameters can

then be used to constrain empirical fits of the complete

histogram, or for rigorous modeling of the dynamics of the

system based on photon statistics.20,22–26 Even the significance

of small populations and the properties of strongly over-

lapping peaks can be tested with this approach.

Recurrence transfer efficiency contour plots

An alternative visualization of the effect of recurrence is a

‘recurrence E contour plot’, as shown in Fig. 6. The contour

plots are obtained from two-dimensional histograms of burst

pairs, where the initial burst and the second burst yield

transfer efficiencies in range DE1 and DE2, respectively. Each

plot is constructed for a certain recurrence interval T.

Recurrence E contour plots give a detailed picture of all

subpopulations present in a measured sample and of the extent

of their interconversion on the recurrence time scale. The

recurrence E histograms of Fig. 4a correspond to vertical

slices of distinct DE1 ranges in a contour plot. Fig. 6 shows

the contour plot of the same CspTm sample as in Fig. 4 for

two different recurrence intervals. The contour plots can be

interpreted in the following way. Subpopulations that are

static on the recurrence time scale result in peaks on the

identity line, as the transfer efficiencies of the initial burst

and the recurring bursts (i.e. E1 and E2) are the same. Since, on

average, shot noise affects both bursts to the same extent, the

transfer efficiency distributions are broadened equally along

the E1 and E2 axes, and are approximately radially symmetric,

especially in the vicinity of E = 0.5.z In both plots in Fig. 6,

the three expected subpopulations of folded and unfolded

molecules and molecules with inactive acceptor can be clearly

distinguished.

Another important feature of transfer efficiency contour

plots is the appearance of cross-peaks, similar in spirit to

exchange spectroscopy in NMR.27 There are two possible

sources of cross-peaks. The first one is interconversion

between subpopulations: if a molecule changes its conforma-

tion on the recurrence time scale, it can initially have a transfer

efficiency representing state A (E1), and later during the

recurrence interval a transfer efficiency representing state B

(E2), or vice versa. If interconversion between A and B is an

equilibrium process, two cross-peaks (for state A to state B

and vice versa) are expected. Because of detailed balance, both

cross-peaks must then have the same magnitude, regardless of

the population ratio of states A and B. In the case of acceptor

photo-bleaching, an irreversible process, cross-peaks are

expected only for one direction, with E1 corresponding to

the acceptor-active state and E2 corresponding to the acceptor-

inactive state. Another photophysical effect to be considered is

blinking of the acceptor dye on the millisecond timescale

caused by the reversible population of dark states,28–30 which

would be expected to reduce the apparent transfer efficiency

and result in cross-peaks at the corresponding areas in the

contour plot. As shown from burst time correlation analysis,

acceptor blinking on the recurrence time scale (Fig. 3e) can be

neglected for all measurements presented here. The second

possible origin of cross-peaks is the appearance of new

molecules. The ability to distinguish between these two sources

Fig. 6 Recurrence E contour plots of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl. Each bin corresponds to bursts that have a transfer efficiency of E2 and are

detected between 0 and 1 ms (a) or between 5 and 15 ms (b) after a burst with transfer efficiency E1. Molecules with the same E for the first and

second burst will appear on the identity line. For short recurrence intervals (a), only the three subpopulations (unfolded, folded, and acceptor-

inactive molecules) are visible on the diagonal. For longer recurrence intervals (b), cross-peaks appear, which can originate either from

interconversion of subpopulations or from the appearance of new molecules. The cross-peaks with E2 E 0 originate from acceptor photobleaching.

Black and white crosses indicate the mean transfer efficiencies of the subpopulations and possible cross-peaks. The recurrence intervals and the

total numbers of burst pairs are indicated above the graphs.

z Peaks at low and high transfer efficiencies are expected to deviate
from a radially symmetric shape due to the asymmetry of the b
distribution.16
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of cross-peaks is a prerequisite for analyzing interconversion

kinetics quantitatively, which can be achieved by burst time

correlation analysis (see Interconversion dynamics from

recurrence analysis). As shown in Fig. 6a, no significant

interconversion between folded and unfolded subpopulations

is observed for CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl within 1 ms. This is

expected from its folding/unfolding relaxation rate constant

under these conditions ofB4 s�1.14 The cross-peaks appearing

for a recurrence interval of T = (5 ms, 15 ms) (Fig. 6b)

originate only from the arrival of new molecules or from

acceptor photo-bleaching (E2 E 0) (see also Interconversion

dynamics from recurrence analysis and Fig. 9). The small hetero-

geneous broadening of the unfolded state peak discussed in

the previous section (see Fig. 5c) corresponds to a slight

elongation of the corresponding peak shape along the

diagonal in Fig. 6.

As a second example, we plot a recurrence E contour plot

(Fig. 7) from the same polyproline data as shown in Fig. 5. In

this case, the static heterogeneity is reflected by a broad

distribution of signal along the diagonal. At least three shot

noise-limited distributions are required to describe the popula-

tion. The slight broadening of the distribution at later times

(Fig. 7b) can be fully attributed to bursts from new molecules

(13%). The time scale of interconversion must thus be greater

than 10 ms.

As a third example, CspTm was measured in 50% (w/v)

ethylene glycol and 3.5 M GdmCl (Fig. 8). Studying the effect

of viscogens on the folding and stability of proteins is of

fundamental interest, as the presence of viscogens can mimic

important aspects of the protein’s environment inside a cell.31

The unfolded state peak in the standard transfer efficiency

histogram shows an unusual asymmetry with a tail towards

higher transfer efficiencies (Supplementary Fig. 2). Recurrence

analysis again reveals more details. Several subpopulations

are distinguishable: acceptor-inactive molecules at transfer

efficiencies close to E E 0; the unfolded main peak at

E E 0.4, which continuously merges into a smaller sub-

population at E E 0.65; and a small, but significant popula-

tion with E E 0.9, where the peak from the folded state is

expected. Note that the native state under these conditions is

Fig. 7 Recurrence E contour plots of polyproline 20 in 3.5 M GdmCl for the first 1 ms (a) and between 3 and 10 ms after the initial burst (b). The

acceptor-active subpopulation exhibits a distorted peak that would need to be modeled by at least three Gaussian subpopulations, indicating

pronounced conformational heterogeneity. For longer times (b), the peak broadens due to the appearance of new molecules. The conformational

heterogeneity is thus static on a time scale of up to at least 10 ms. The recurrence intervals and the total numbers of burst pairs are indicated above

the graphs.

Fig. 8 Recurrence E contour plots of CspTm in 3.5 M GdmCl and 50% ethylene glycol. The broad peak from unfolded molecules suggests

pronounced heterogeneity, in addition to a small peak from folded molecules at EE 0.9. Black and white crosses indicate the mean transfer efficiencies

of the subpopulations and possible cross-peaks. The recurrence intervals and the total numbers of burst pairs are indicated above the graphs.
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populated to only about one percent, and is not visible in the

standard E histogram (Supplementary Fig. 2), demonstrating

the sensitivity of recurrence analysis. The identification of a

third subpopulation in CspTm, a classical example of a two-

state folder, is surprising, but additional investigations will be

necessary to exclude a photophysical origin of the additional

population. For longer recurrence times (Fig. 8b), a significant

cross-peak appears between the main unfolded state peak

and the acceptor-inactive subpopulation, and significant

broadening of the unfolded subpopulation indicates cross-

peaks between its lower and higher E segments. However,

while recurrence E histograms and contour plots can provide a

first indication for interconversion between subpopulations, it

is not possible to quantify the contributions of conformational

change and new molecules, respectively, to the occurrence of

cross-peaks. A more quantitative approach is thus needed.

Interconversion dynamics from kinetic recurrence analysis

In this section, we introduce a method to quantitatively

extract rates of interconversion between subpopulations from

time-dependent recurrence E histograms. The basic idea is

the following: if two subpopulations interconvert on the

recurrence time scale, we expect that in a recurrence E

histogram, more bursts from the second population appear

during the recurrence interval than expected from the contri-

bution of new molecules only. The corresponding analysis

procedure is to choose a transfer efficiency range that is

selective mainly for one subpopulation, construct histograms

for different recurrence intervals, and extract the fraction of a

subpopulation versus time.

To determine the rates of interconversion, we need to relate

the change in the recurrence E histogram with increasing

recurrence time to the dynamics of the interconversion

process. The following derivation is given for the case of a

system populating two states A and B, but it can be extended

to more complex kinetic schemes. We define the probability

pA(t,DE1) that from our set of burst pairs R(DE1,T) (eqn (3)),

b2 originates from a molecule in state A (regardless of the

identity of b1), where the recurrence interval T is chosen

symmetrically around t with a duration much less than the

relaxation time of the system. pA(t,DE1) can be determined

from fitting the corresponding recurrence histogram and

determining the ratio of the peak area corresponding to

subpopulation A over the total area under the peaks corres-

ponding to A and B.8 Burst b2 originates either from the same

(recurring) molecule i as b1 or from a new molecule j.

Correspondingly, pA(t,DE1) can be written as a sum of

two terms,

pA(t,DE1) = psame(t) p
i=j
A (t,DE1) + [1 � psame(t)] p

iaj
A , (4)

where pi=j
A (t,DE1) denotes the probability that a recurring

molecule (i = j) is in state A, and piaj
A is the probability that

a newly arriving molecule (ia j) (leading to burst b2) is in state

A. piaj
A is given by the equilibrium probability of measuring a

burst originating from a molecule in state A and can be

determined from the areas under the corresponding peak

functions fitted to the full transfer efficiency histogram.

The time dependence of pi=j
A (t,DE1) is determined by the

interconversion kinetics between states A and B, and can be

written as

p
i¼j
A ðt;DE1Þ ¼ 1þ e

1

rAðt;DE1Þ
� 1

� �� ��1
ð5aÞ

with rA(t,DE1) = reqA + [rA(0,DE1) � reqA ]e
�lt (5b)

Here, rA(t,DE1) is the probability that a protein that emitted a

burst at time 0 with a transfer efficieny in the range DE1 is in

state A at time t (irrespective of whether it is detected at time

t or not). rA(0,DE1) and reqA are the corresponding initial and

equilibrium probabilities, respectively. The kinetic rate

constant l corresponds to the sum of the forward and backward

rate constants of interconversion between A and B. The para-

meter e accounts for the possibility that the relative areas under

the transfer efficiency histogram peaks do not reflect the true

relative populations of states A and B present in the sample.

e = eB/eA is the ratio of the burst detection efficiencies for the

two subpopulations. e deviates from unity if the quantum

efficiencies of the fluorophores are different in the different local

environments in states A and B.** For the case of equal burst

detection efficiencies (e = 1), pi=j
A (t,DE1) = rA(t,DE1).

If needed, e can be obtained from an independent experi-

ment that provides the true equilibrium population reqA of A,

resulting in

e ¼ 1=piaj
A � 1

1=reqA � 1

Alternatively, the differences in brightness of molecules in the

two states could be obtained from techniques for analyzing

photon counting histograms.32,33

rA(0,DE1) can be obtained by solving eqn (5a) for pA(t,DE1),

setting t = 0, and determining pi=j
A (0,DE1) from the full

transfer histogram peaks by integrating only over DE1. In a

final step, the kinetic rate constant l is obtained by fitting

pA(t,DE1) according to eqn (4). Note that l is the only fit

parameter if rA(0,DE1) and reqA are determined as

described above.

No interconversion on the recurrence time scale: CspTm

We use CspTm as an example for RASP that serves as a

reference without interconversion dynamics. With a folding/

unfolding relaxation rate constant of 4 s�1 for CspTm at 1.1 M

GdmCl,14 we only expect a very small number of folding and

8 For fitting the recurrence histograms and extracting pA(t,DE1), we
take full advantage of recurrence analysis for independently deter-
mining the shapes and positions of all peaks (e.g. see fits in Fig. 9),
which strongly increases the reliability of the method.

** Another possible source for e a 1 are different mean diffusion
times of molecules in states A and B trough the confocal volume,
which will lead to larger bursts and preferential detection of the more
slowly diffusing species. In this case, psame(t) in eqn (4) will also depend
on the initial transfer efficiency range, and will be given by psame(t,DE1)=
1 � 1/gB1B2

(t), where B1 is the set of all bursts with transfer efficiencies
within DE1, and B2 is the set of all identified bursts. For the three
proteins discussed in this work, the differences in diffusion times for
the unfolded and folded states did not have a detectable effect on the
analysis.
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unfolding events on the recurrence time scale ofB10 milliseconds.

We selected three different initial transfer efficiency ranges

DE1, which represent the acceptor-inactive, the unfolded,

and the folded subpopulations (Fig. 9). The recurrence E

histograms for different values of t were constructed, and fit

with Gaussian and lognormal functions constrained to the

peak shapes and positions obtained from the histograms for

recurrence intervals from 0 to 1 ms, which are dominated by

the corresponding initial subpopulations. At longer t, the

other subpopulations appear, which is expected both from

folding and unfolding and from the occurrence of newmolecules.

If the initial E range is chosen in the acceptor-inactive sub-

population, the appearance of high transfer efficiency molecules

with increasing t can be used as an alternative way of

determining the amount of new molecules, and thus psame

(Fig. 9d), because this subpopulation does not convert to any

of the other subpopulations due to the irreversibility of

acceptor bleaching. The time dependencies of the fractions

of unfolded molecules in recurrence E histograms with initial

E ranges representing the folded and the unfolded subpopula-

tions, respectively, were fit globally with eqn (4), both without

constraints, and with the folding/unfolding relaxation time set

to the value known from stopped-flow measurements14

(Fig. 9e). The free fit yields a rate constant much smaller then

4 s�1, and in the accessible time range of up to 50 ms, it is

indistinguishable within error from the fit with the constrained

rate constant of 4 s�1. This indicates that the signal change is

dominated by the appearance of new molecules and that the

interconversion rate is too low to be detected on the recurrence

time scale. The change in populations calculated from psameww
is in good agreement with the observed values (Fig. 9e).

Exchange between the subpopulations on the recurrence time

scale should thus result in an additional change in populations

with time that can be used to quantify the interconversion

dynamics.

Fig. 9 Representative recurrence E histograms of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl for different recurrence times and subpopulation-specific DE1 ranges

(acceptor-inactive in a, unfolded in b, and folded in c; the recurrence intervals are indicated in each panel with red frames). For all three

DE1 ranges, the two other populations slightly increase over time. The appearance of the acceptor-active population in (a) can be used directly to

calculate psame (d, gray points) and is compared to psame calculated from the burst autocorrelation (eqn (2), black line), showing the good

agreement between both methods. The fractions of unfolded molecules punf(t) for recurrence E histograms starting from unfolded (b) and folded

(c) molecules (red and green points, (e) were globally fit with a model including both folding/unfolding of recurring molecules and appearance of

new molecules (continuous lines). The fit is indistinguishable from what is expected for the occurrence of new molecules only, which shows that the

contribution from folding dynamics is negligible in this case.

ww Fig. 9d illustrates the good agreement between the two methods
introduced to obtain psame (eqn (2) and eqn (s2)).
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Interconversion on the recurrence time scale: spectrin R15

A good system to test the feasibility of determining inter-

conversion dynamics with RASP is the spectrin domain R15.

The folding of this extensively studied coiled coil protein is

well described by a two-state model34,35 with a relaxation rate

constant of about 30 s�1 at 1.1 M GdmCl, close to the

unfolding midpoint (Fig. 10f). Here, a variant of R15 labeled

with Alexa 488 and Alexa 594 at positions 39 and 99 was

investigated at 1.1 M GdmCl. The complete E histogram

exhibits peaks at E = 0.54 and E = 0.86, corresponding to

folded and unfolded molecules, respectively. Fig. 10 shows a

selection of time-dependent recurrence E histograms starting

from folded, unfolded, and acceptor-inactive molecules.

The recurrence E histograms with DE1 corresponding to

molecules with inactive acceptor (Fig. 10a) exhibit very little

appearance of acceptor-active molecules on the time scale of 6

ms, as expected from burst time correlation analysis, which

shows that 94% of the second bursts originate from recurring

molecules between 5 and 6 ms. However, for the recurrence

E histograms starting from unfolded (Fig. 10b) or folded

(Fig. 10c) molecules, significant fractions of the other sub-

populations appear over time. For longer recurrence times, the

total number of relevant burst pairs per time decreases,

resulting in a decreasing quality of the histograms. However,

since the only free parameters for the histogram fits are the

amplitudes of the three subpopulations, even histograms with

only a few hundred bursts can be fit reasonably well. The

resulting changes in the fractions of unfolded protein over time

were fit globally with a relaxation rate constant of 31 s�1, in

excellent agreement with the stopped-flow result of 30 s�1

(Fig. 10f), using the fraction of unfolded protein of 0.32

obtained from the complete E histogram as a constraint.

Rapid interconversion on the recurrence time scale: B domain of

protein A

To probe the limitations in time resolution for a kinetic

analysis with RASP, we chose the B domain of protein A

(BdpA) from Staphylococcus aureus, which adopts a three

Fig. 10 Determining the folding kinetics of spectrin R15 in 1.1 M GdmCl with RASP. Recurrence E histograms with the initial E range

corresponding to acceptor-inactive molecules (a) indicate the appearance of new molecules to be very small in the first 6 ms (recurrence intervals

are indicated in each panel in red). Correspondingly, the appearance of the acceptor-active population in (a) (d, gray points) and the calculated

psame change very little over this time. Starting from unfolded molecules (b), the appearance of folded molecules is thus due to folding transitions

during the recurrence interval. Similarly, unfolding is detected starting from the folded subpopulation (c). The relaxation time from a global fit of

the fractions of unfolded molecules (e) reveals a rate of 31 s�1, in excellent agreement with the ensemble value of 30 s�1 determined from ensemble

stopped-flow experiments (f). The calculated curves expected in the absence of folding or unfolding dynamics (i.e. from the appearance of new

molecules only) are shown as dashed lines.
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helix bundle fold, and folds on a time scale of about 5 ms in the

absence of denaturant.36,37 The variant used here contains

amino acid exchanges that facilitate characterization (F13W),

speed up folding (G29A), and allow the specific incorporation

of fluorescence dyes (Y14C, P57C). It has a folding relaxation

rate constant of 0.93 ms�1 under the conditions investigated

here, 2.5 M GdmCl and 37 1C, close to the unfolding

midpoint. (The rate constant was independently measured by

laser-induced temperature jump experiments, see Fig. 11f)

Again, the protein was labeled with Alexa Fluors 488 and

594 as FRET donor and acceptor, respectively. As the protein

is expected to fold already during its diffusion time through the

confocal volume, the photon emission rate was increased by

using higher laser powers (300 mW), and a binning time of

50 ms was employed to maximize time resolution. Although

such small bin sizes increase shot noise broadening, the quality

of the fits is not reduced significantly, since the positions and

widths of all subpopulations can be determined independently

and are fixed for fitting the time-dependent recurrence

E histograms.

Fig. 11 shows the results of the recurrence analysis of BdpA.

Within 50 ms, the molecules rarely interconvert to other

subpopulations, thus it is possible to determine the shapes of

the individual peaks from the earliest recurrence E histograms.

With increasing recurrence time, increasing populations of

folded or unfolded molecules appear (Fig. 11b and c).

The appearance of new molecules is still unlikely at this time,

as only a very low fraction of acceptor-active molecules

is observed in the recurrence E histograms starting from

acceptor-inactive molecules (Fig. 11a). Fig. 11e summarizes

the relaxation starting from folded and unfolded subpopula-

tions. The lack of convergence of the fractions of unfolded

molecules when starting from the folded and unfolded sub-

populations, respectively, indicates that the system does not

reach equilibrium on the millisecond time scale. This is

expected because BdpA contains three proline residues, and

Fig. 11 Determining the folding kinetics of BdpA in 2.5 M GdmCl at 37 1C with RASP. (a) Recurrence E histograms with the initial E range

corresponding to acceptor-inactive molecules; the resulting psame(t) is shown in (d). The respective recurrence intervals are indicated in each panel

in red. (b, c) Recurrence E histograms with initial E ranges corresponding to mostly unfolded and folded molecules, respectively. The resulting

fractions of unfolded molecules as a function of the recurrence time (e) show folding relaxation on the millisecond time scale. The resulting

relaxation rate constant of 1.4 ms�1 is in good agreement with the rate constant of 0.93 ms�1 from laser temperature jump experiments where the

intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was monitored (f). The incomplete convergence of the fractions of unfolded molecules on the millisecond time

scale (e) is presumably due to the presence of proline residues in BdpA that only isomerize on much longer time scales. The calculated curves

expected in the absence of folding or unfolding dynamics (i.e. from the appearance of new molecules only) are shown as dashed lines.
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on the recurrence time scale we thus observe only the folding

of the protein molecules with all prolines in the trans

conformation.38 Since the unfolding reaction is not affected

by proline isomerization, we obtain the final equilibrium

fraction only for the unfolding, but not for the folding

reaction. The relaxation rate constant obtained from a global

fit is 1.4 ms�1, in good agreement with the result from

temperature jump measurements of 0.93 ms�1 (Fig. 11f). In

summary, RASP can thus be used to reliably determine

interconversion kinetics between subpopulations from micro-

second time scales to tens of milliseconds.

Experimental

Purification and labeling of CspTm (labeled at positions 2 and 67)

were performed as described previously.15 For the spectrin

domain R15, cysteine residues were introduced by site-directed

mutagenesis at positions 39 and 99, and the protein was

expressed and purified as described previously.34 For labeling,

a 1.3 : 1 excess of reduced protein was incubated with Alexa

Fluor 488 maleimide (Invitrogen) at 4 1C for B10 h.

Un-reacted dye was removed by gel filtration (G25 desalting;

GE Healthcare Biosciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) and the

protein was incubated with Alexa Fluor 594 maleimide at

room temperature for B2 h. Differently labeled variants were

separated by ion-exchange chromatography (MonoQ HR 5/5;

GE Healthcare Biosciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden). The gene

encoding BdpA containing the mutations Y14C and P57C was

created from the gene encoding F13W G29A BdpA by

site-directed mutagenesis. The variant Y14C-P57C was over-

expressed (in the plasmid pAED4) in Escherichia coli BL21

(DE3) cells and purified as described.36 Labelling was carried

out in a stepwise manner; initially 0.6 molar equivalents of

Alexa 594 maleimide (Invitrogen) were added to reduced

protein (20 mM sodium citrate, pH 7). Singly labeled protein

was purified using a ResourceQ ion exchange column and

subsequently labeled by addition of 1.5 molar equivalents of

Alexa Fluor 488 maleimide. The resulting double labeled

protein was purified using a ResourceQ column and by gel

filtration using a Superdex peptide HR 10/30 column. Proteins

were shown to be pure using SDS PAGE and of the correct

molecular weight using electrospray ionization mass spectro-

metry. All experiments were performed in buffer containing

0.001% Tween 20 to prevent surface adhesion of the polypeptides,

and 20 mM cysteamine and 150 mM b-mercaptoethanol to

reduce photo-damage. Protein concentrations for single

molecule experiments were adjusted between 5 and 25 pM to

obtain appropriate burst rates.

Ensemble folding and unfolding kinetics of R15 were

monitored by the change in acceptor fluorescence (4590 nm)

on an SX20 stopped-flow spectrometer (Applied Photophysics).

The final protein concentration used was 10 nM in 50 mM

sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and 0.001% Tween 20. At

least six traces were averaged, and the data fitted to a single-

exponential function. To avoid the influence of mixing

artifacts, data collected in the first 2–3 ms were removed

before fitting. Laser-induced temperature jump measurements

of BdpA were performed using 10 mM double-labeled protein

at 37 1C in 2.5 M GdmCl with the instrument described

previously.37 The relaxation kinetics after temperature jump

from 27 1C to 37 1C were measured using the change in

intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence.

Single-molecule fluorescence experiments were performed

with a MicroTime 200 confocal microscope (PicoQuant,

Berlin, Germany) equipped with a 488 nm diode laser

(Sapphire 488-100 CDRH, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA) and

an Olympus UplanApo 60x/1.20 W objective. After passing

through a 100 mm pinhole, sample fluorescence was separated

into donor and acceptor components using a dichroic mirror

(585DCXR, Chroma, Rockingham, VT). After passing

appropriate filters (Chroma ET525/50M, HQ650/100),

each component was focused onto avalanche photodiodes

(SPCM-AQR-15, PerkinElmer Optoelectronics, Vaudreuil,

QC, Canada), and the arrival time of every detected photon

was recorded using suitable counting electronics (Hydra Harp,

PicoQuant, Berlin, Germany). Measurements were performed

with laser powers as indicated in Supplementary Table 1.

Burst identification was performed in two steps. First,

consequent photons detected in either channel and separated

by less than 100 ms were combined into one burst. A burst was

retained as a significant event if the total number of counts

exceeded values between 25 and 80, depending on the

measurement (see supplementary Table 1). In a second step,

all photons not assigned to bursts were discarded. The remaining

photons were binned with different time intervals between

50 ms and 1 ms (see supplementary Table 1), and bins with

more than 15 to 25 photons (see supplementary Table 1) were

retained for further analysis. This approach combines the

advantage of identifying the beginning and end of a burst

accurately39 with the possibility of a stringent analysis of the

data in terms of burst time correlations. Identified bursts were

corrected for background, differences in quantum yields of

donor and acceptor, the different collection efficiencies in the

detection channels, cross-talk, and direct acceptor excitation

as described previously.9 The results were robust with respect

to the choice of thresholds. To optimize burst statistics, data

acquisition times were in the range of 8 to 20 h.

Conclusions

The examples presented here clearly indicate that recurrence

analysis can be used to extend the information available

from single molecule FRET experiments on freely diffusing

molecules. Burst time correlation allows us to quantify the

probability psame that a fluorescence burst originated from a

recurring molecule, and to investigate correlations within and

between subpopulations in FRET efficiency histograms. Based

on these concepts, recurrence transfer efficiency histograms

were developed to assess the heterogeneity in a sample and

determine the positions and widths of the FRET efficiency

peaks of the underlying subpopulations, essentially in a model-

free way. We illustrated this approach with several proteins

and peptides that exhibit different degrees of structural hetero-

geneity. The resulting peak shapes can be used as constraints

for quantifying the contributions of the subpopulations to the

complete E histogram, which greatly improves the accuracy of

this type of analysis.
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Recurrence transfer efficiency contour plots further extend

this concept and can be used to detect even very small

subpopulations and to identify interconversion between

subpopulations on the recurrence time scale. By taking into

account the dependence of psame on the recurrence interval,

interconversion rates can be determined quantitatively. Our

analysis of the folding dynamics of three small proteins shows

that kinetics on time scales from about 50 ms to tens of

milliseconds are accessible. This procedure allows a very

simple determination of reaction rates from standard free

diffusion experiments and extends accessible time scales into

a range shorter than available from stopped-flow or single

molecule microfluidic mixing experiments,40–42 and much

longer than accessible from individual bursts. The available

times can be extended further by reducing the protein

concentration to increase psame, and the statistics can be

improved by increasing the acquisition time. RASP is not

restricted to the comparison of different bursts from the same

molecule; for data with sufficient photon rates, it can equally

be applied to different parts of a burst (Fig. 11). The method

thus complements the analysis of conventional FCS, which

can provide information about conformational dynamics on

the nanosecond to microsecond timescale.10,43–45

Besides conformational heterogeneity and dynamics, RASP

can also be helpful for identifying unwanted photophysical

and photochemical effects. Photobleaching of the chromophores

limits both the duration of fluorescence recordings from

immobilized samples and the laser intensities and photon rates

in diffusion experiments. Recurrence analysis offers a simple

approach for quantifying the effect of photobleaching

(Fig. 6–8) and might be useful for evaluating additives that

improve photostability.28,29,46 Another photophysical effect

that can interfere with FRET analysis is blinking, i.e. the

intermittent cessation of fluorescence emission from a dye.

Burst time correlation can be employed to identify the

presence of blinking on the recurrence time scale (Fig. 3).

Finally, we would like to point out that, although in the

examples presented here only the FRET efficiency was

analyzed in detail, RASP can be extended to any parameter

that can be extracted from a fluorescence burst or part of a

burst, such as fluorescence lifetimes, anisotropies, burst

duration, etc. Including this additional information will

further improve the resolution of the method. Additionally,

it will obviously be valuable to combine RASP with a rigorous

treatment of photon statistics,20,22–26 e.g. by using the peak

positions identified by RASP as a starting point for calculating

FRET efficiency histograms or for modeling interconversion

dynamics. The analysis of more complex kinetics or hetero-

geneous FRET efficiency distributions may benefit from a

combination with singular value decomposition47 or related

approaches. In summary, we expect recurrence analysis to

become a valuable and versatile tool for characterizing

conformational heterogeneity and dynamics with single

molecule FRET experiments.
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Supplementary Information 

Derivation of the ‘same molecule’ probability 
The two bursts separated by time t can originate form the same molecule or from different 
molecules. Therefore, the joint probability 1 2({ , },{ , })p p b t b t τ≡ +  can be expressed as 

 i j i jp p p= ≠= +  

where we have introduced the notations for the joint probability to have two bursts at t and t+τ  
that originate form the same, i jp = , or from different, i jp ≠ , molecules. 

The probability to have two bursts from the same molecule is the fraction of the bursts that are 
from the same molecule: 

 1i j i j
same

p p
p

p p
= ≠= = −  

When the bursts originate from different molecules, they are independent, therefore 

 1 2({ , }) ({ , })i jp p b t p b t τ≠ = +  

Using this in the above equation and using the definition of ( )g τ , Eq. 1, we get Eq. 2. 

The proof is fully analogous for the more general case that the two bursts 1b  and 2b  belong to 

two subsets 1B  and 2B . We have then ( ) ( )
1 21 2, , 1 1/same B Bp B B gτ τ= − . 

Alternative procedure for obtaining psame(τ) 
The example of CspTm in 1.1 M GdmCl (Fig. 9) shows that in the absence of interconversion 
between subpopulations on the recurrence time scale, the change of the subpopulations in a 
kinetic recurrence analysis can be described exclusively by the appearance of non-recurring 
molecules (Fig. 9d). Due to the irreversibility of photobleaching, the subpopulation of 
molecules without an active acceptor does not interconvert to other subpopulations (see main 
text). The only effect that decreases the fraction of bursts from molecules with an inactive 
acceptor1 (AI) over time ( ( )τAIp ) is the appearance of non-recurring molecules. In analogy to 
equation 4 we can write 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 ,i j i j
AI same AI same AIp p p p pτ τ τ= ≠= + −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  [s1]

where the fraction of bursts from acceptor-inactive molecules from the initial transfer 
efficiency range ( ( )0AIp ) and from the complete histogram ( ( )∞AIp ) can be extracted from 
the complete histogram (see main text). Note that the fraction of bursts with an inactive 

                                                            
1 Note that in contrast to the fraction of unfolded bursts, we define the fraction of bursts from molecules with an 
inactive acceptor as the area of the peak representing these bursts divided by all bursts in the histogram. 
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acceptor from recurring molecules is independent of the recurrence time. Rearranging 
equation s1 yields 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

,
0

AI AI
same

AI AI

p p
p

p p
τ

τ
− ∞

=
− ∞  [s2]

We can thus calculate psame in a second way independent of burst time correlation analysis. As 
shown in Fig. 9d, both methods agree well. We expect a small error for the second procedure 
because the fractions of acceptor-inactive molecules extracted from the complete histograms 
are apparently too high, as they also contain bursts from molecules that bleach during 
detection. This explains why the same molecule probabilities obtained with equation s4 are 
slightly lower than the values obtained from burst correlation analysis. 
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Supplementary Table 

 CspTm Polyproline CspTm R15 BdpA 

buffer 
1.1 M GdmCl, 
50 mM NaP, 

pH 7 

3.5 M GdmCl, 
50 mM NaP, 

pH 7 

3.5 M GdmCl, 
50% EG, 

50 mM NaP, 
pH 7 

1.1 M GdmCl, 
50 mM NaP, 

pH 7 

2.5 M GdmCl, 
20 mM NaAc, 
100 mM NaCl, 

pH 5, 37°C2 

Laser power (μW)  100  100 100 100 300 

1st threshold  25  50 60 25 80 

2nd threshold  25  20 20 20 15 

Bin size (ms)  1  1 0.5 1 0.05 

Measurement time (h) 20  15 8 14 14 
Relative burst detection 
efficiency ε 0.11  -- -- 0.43 0.23 

Supplementary Table 1: Experimental conditions and analysis parameters. ‘1st threshold’ 
refers to the first burst identification step, ‘2nd threshold’ and the bin size to the second step 
(see “Experimental” for details on burst identification). All experiments were performed at 
22° C if not noted otherwise. 

  

                                                            
2 Temperature was adjusted and calibrated as described previously 2. 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Suppl. Figure 1: Comparison of the measured transfer efficiency peak (Csp in 1.1 M GdmCl) 
of the unfolded state (dark blue) with the expected shot noise only broadened peak (light 
blue). The measured histogram is the recurrence histogram of Fig.4a with the initial transfer 
efficiency range ΔE1=(0.4,0.45). For calculating the purely shot noise-broadened peak, the 
measured bursts were ‘recolored’ assuming a fixed transfer efficiency of 0.52 according to the 
procedure described by Gopich and Szabo3. The advantage of this method is that the original 
burst size distribution is used. The value of 0.52 was determined using a maximum likelihood 
method also described in Ref. 3. For comparison, the peak heights are normalized to one. 
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Suppl. Figure 2: Transfer efficiency histogram of Csp in 3.5 M GdmCl and 50% ethylene 
glycol. The unusually broad and asymmetric unfolded state peak suggests the existence of 
unresolved subpopulations. The recurrence transfer efficiency contour plots in Fig. 8 of the 
main text reveal more details. 
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